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In 2016, the City of York Bureau of Health was ready to invest in an electronic information system
to support its clinical services and community prevention efforts. The bureau partnered with
the Public Health Informatics Institute (PHII) and completed PHII’s Collaborative Requirements
Development Methodology™ (CRDM) to better understand the agency’s key processes, to explore
how these processes could be redesigned to increase effectiveness and efficiency, and to identify
the requirements an information system would have to meet in order to support those efforts.
The following case study highlights the York team’s experience with CRDM™ and their decision to
invest in an electronic health record information system.

Introduction

Quick Facts: York, PA
• The City of York is a county
seat located in southcentral
Pennsylvania with over
40,000 residents.
• The Bureau of Health has 12
full-time employees and works in
13 program areas. It provides free
or low-cost services in areas such
as immunizations, TB treatment,
and STI screening, maternal child
health, and injury prevention.
• The bureau has an annual budget
of approximately $1.7 million and
receives funding from federal, state
and city sources, as well as grants
from local private foundations.

The City of York, PA has over 40,000 residents. The city’s Bureau of Health employs
12 full-time staff and provides residents with free or low-cost services across 13
program areas, including immunizations, tuberculosis treatment and screening for
sexually transmitted infections (STIs), maternal child health initiatives, and injury
prevention programs.
Currently, nearly all clinic operations are performed through manual or paper-based
processes. “This was an old-school health bureau, and very effective at what it did,
no question about it, but kind of old school,” said Dr. Matthew Howie, the bureau’s
Medical Director. Data collection happens within programs, and sharing information
across these silos can be challenging. Different programs collect different types of
data, or they collect similar types of data in different ways. Staff must spend time
manually entering the same information into a variety of state-run information
systems, as well as the bureau’s own electronic spreadsheets and paper charts.
In addition to increased time dedicated to administrative duties that could easily
result in human error, lacking electronic and/or partially automated processes
creates barriers to understanding the department’s impact on the community over
time. As Bureau Director Barbara Kovacs explained, “Sometimes, I think getting that
information and reporting back to funders, or to the public, or to the mayor … [and]
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PHII’s Collaborative
Requirements Development
Methodology (CRDM)™
PHII’s CRDM approach with a public
health agency (PHA) is:
1. C
 onduct a landscape analysis
of background information and
resources related to the PHA’s
current state business processes.
2. Implement the CRDM process™
to conduct business process
analysis in order to understand
and to map the PHA’s current
state processes.
3. P
 erform business process
redesign to improve the
efficiency of the process.
4. In partnership with PHA staff
and leadership, who are the
subject matter experts in the
processes, collaboratively
develop functional system
requirements for an information
system that will support more
efficient processes.
5. C
 onduct a vendor analysis of
existing solutions that meet
the collaboratively defined
functional requirements.

getting the word out about what we do is really hard to get at because we collect
information in different ways.” For example, the York staff is not able to quickly and
accurately calculate how many people were or were not provided with requested
services, and they are not able to
evaluate why those services were or
“I really think going through
were not administered over a given
the
process with PHII was great,
period. Monica Kruger, the bureau’s
and
I would recommend that
Personal Health Services Supervisor,
to anyone that is thinking
explained, “[An information system]
of going through this.”
creates the opportunity, I believe, for
— Barbara Kovacs,
us to collect data and manage data and
Director of the York Bureau of Health
… to make business decisions based on
data and not hunches.”
The Bureau of Health is also interested in an information system to improve its
surveillance capabilities within the City of York. “When we looked at the state-level
data, it wasn’t really sensitive enough in certain areas for us to know what was
going on, nor was it being done in real time,” said Matthew Howie. City-specific
information will aid the bureau in evaluating program impact, meeting reporting
requirements, and planning and resource allocation for future services and
prevention efforts.

The Public Health Informatics Institute (PHII)
and its Collaborative Requirements Development
Methodology™ (CRDM)
Bureau leadership already had considered adopting an electronic information
system for several years when it was awarded a capacity-building grant from the
Highmark Foundation in 2016. Barbara Kovacs then contacted the Public Health
Informatics Institute (PHII) to learn more about the steps involved in selecting such
a system.
PHII was a natural partner for this project. As Sheereen Brown, a Business Analyst
at PHII, said, “This project was really the bread and butter of [our] work. The City
of York Bureau of Health is working in an environment where information is very
important, and we are trying to help them collect, analyze, and apply data in ways
that best support their business processes.”
PHII’s Collaborative Requirements Development Methodology™ (CRDM) provided
the York team with a set of tools and practices to better understand how they
conducted key tasks, and to identify what an information system would need to
achieve in order to help them do this work more efficiently. For this project, the
bureau focused on six main program areas: Immunizations, Maternal and Child
Health, Tuberculosis, Sexually Transmitted Infections, Communicable Diseases, and
Community Health Programs.
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This phase was also an opportunity for team members
to come together to discuss questions and uncertainties
about a new system. Some staff voiced concerns that
an electronic system would automate their work to such
an extent that all the current staff would no longer be
needed, and that the remaining staff would have to
change their current work significantly. After hearing
such concerns, Monica Kruger emphasized that all roles
would still be necessary, and that CRDM™ was a way
to explore “how we can enhance
your work that you’re doing, not
“The City of York Bureau of Health
increase the work that you’re
is working in an environment where
doing.” With guidance from the
information is very important, and we
PHII team, the bureau identified
are trying to help them collect, analyze, ways to prevent delays by reducing
and apply data in ways that best
tedious tasks, enhance data sharing
support their business processes.”
across programs, improve local
— Sheereen Brown, Business Analyst at PHII
surveillance efforts, and increase
overall efficiency.

Business Process Analysis
The first step in CRDM™ was to conduct a business
process analysis of the York City Bureau of Health’s
workflows. As part of this step, PHII interviewed
all members of the York staff about their roles,
responsibilities, and the standard operating procedures
(SOPs) they follow. Information from these interviews led
to PHII’s detailed analysis of 15 key business processes,
mapping current processes and identifying potential
areas for improvement.
Documenting business processes
was itself an opportunity for quality
improvement within the bureau.
Barbara Kovacs said, “I think that
was something that really stood out
through the processes … We really
need more policies, procedures,
SOPs … in order to make this
[system implementation] functional
and [to make sure] everyone is on the same page.”
The Bureau of Health and PHII ultimately identified 16
SOPs that the bureau can further define and document,
including processes like receiving patient data from
community partners and patient check-in/check-out at
the clinic.

Business Process Redesign
In September 2016, Sheereen Brown and Jimica
Tchmako from PHII traveled to the City of York to meet
with staff and leadership across program areas. In this
phase of CRDM™, called business process redesign, PHII
facilitated three days of group discussions to validate the
analysis conducted via interviews, to better understand
the agency’s key processes, and to explore how these
processes could be redesigned to increase effectiveness
and efficiency across the organization.
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System Requirements
At the end of the process, the York Bureau of Health
decided to invest in an electronic health record (EHR)
information system. The final step in CRDM™ was to
determine how an electronic information system could
support the redesigned business processes. They identified
287 functional requirements; a few highlights include:
1.	The system should be interoperable with the large
local health system to allow the bureau to more
easily track patients and to exchange data about
reportable conditions such as STIs.
2.	The EHR system should also be interoperable with
the state surveillance systems, which will save staff
time in data entry; and
3.	The EHR system should have scheduling and billing
capabilities to enhance customer service at the clinic.
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Future Efforts
After the York Bureau of Health defined
its system requirements through CRDM™,
it needed to find an EHR solution that met
those requirements. PHII supported the
bureau in conducting an environmental scan
of existing vendors, identifying 11 companies
offering solutions that potentially could
meet York’s needs. The bureau also received
funding from the Memorial Foundation to
pay for the purchase and implementation of
the EHR ultimately selected.
Though the York team knows that
implementing a new system will be
challenging, they also are looking forward to
the increased efficiencies and functionalities
that an electronic system would provide.
Monica Kruger said, “In order for public
health to position ourselves in the future
and to work better with our health care
providers, [an electronic system] just has to
be.” Barbara Kovacs agreed, “[We will] do
things in a more efficient way so that we can
do things out in the community, like we’re
supposed to be doing … Going out, engaging
with partners, doing presentations, working
with stakeholders, and trying to develop
those relationships … You can’t do it if
you’re sitting in your office.” l

Example: Business Process Matrix and Workflow
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Final Outcomes of the York Business Process
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